Learning Cascade Attention for fine-grained image classification.
Fine-grained image classification is a challenging task due to the large inter-class difference and small intra-class difference. In this paper, we propose a novel Cascade Attention Model using the Deep Convolutional Neural Network to address this problem. Our method first leverages the Spatial Confusion Attention to identify ambiguous areas of the input image. Two constraint loss functions are proposed: the Spatial Mask loss and the Spatial And loss; Second, the Cross-network Attention, applying different pre-train parameters to the two stream architecture. Also, two novel loss functions called Cross-network Similarity loss and Satisfied Rank loss are proposed to make the two-stream networks reinforce each other and get better results. Finally, the Network Fusion Attention merges intermediate results with the novel entropy add strategy to obtain the final predictions. All of these modules can work together and can be trained end to end. Besides, different from previous works, our model is fully weak-supervised and fully paralleled, which leads to easier generalization and faster computation. We obtain the state-of-the-art performance on three challenge benchmark datasets (CUB-200-2011, FGVC-Aircraft and Flower 102) with results of 90.8%, 92.1%, and 98.5%, respectively. The model will be publicly available at https://github.com/billzyx/LCA-CNN.